They’re all values almost every parent wants to instill in their children, and Euro School of Tennis is ready to help with our After School Tennis. Offering youngsters a chance to learn a sport that has so much to teach.

Tennis Excellence at your School Playground

We play with modified equipment (18 ft portable net) to ensure they learn at their level. We provide all equipment: smaller rackets as well as low compression red balls to help your child learn the fundamentals. Our instructors take tennis pretty seriously. We work with our students both on and off the court to help infuse the importance of hard work, responsibility, and success as well as failure into everything we do.

The Court of Life

Unlike many other sports, tennis has some takeaways others cannot touch. Physically, students gain a level of endurance and coordination that carries over to other sports and daily activities. Mentally, though, they learn about self-discipline, integrity, and honesty in a very different classroom. If you want Euro School of Tennis to help your child get excited about a new sport, Sign Up today!

After School Tennis: Schedule and Rate

Fairmeadow Elementary School - Winter AST

Fridays; (Pre-care 2:25pm - 2:45pm) 2:45 pm - 3:45 pm
1/12 - 3/22 (No class: 1/26, 2/16, 3/8)
8 classes for $360